Workday Explore: Get the Most Out of Workday

At Workday, our customers are at the heart of everything we do. That’s why we created Workday Explore—a program that addresses the unique needs of customers who have recently completed Workday Launch deployments. The program empowers teams with the knowledge and skills to confidently use, administer, and maximize their investment in Workday, and establish a strong foundation for future business success.

How does the Workday Explore program work?
You’ll be grouped in a “crew” of peer customers who have all gone live on Workday within the same three-month period. Together, you participate in a foundational set of webinars and interact in a closed online Workday Community space.

What does the journey look like?
Over the course of six months, you and your crew participate in two sets of interactive webinars. “Life with Workday” webinars introduce you to the tools and resources Workday has to offer. The next set of “Administration” webinars provide key information to support Workday administrators in their role.

Benefits
- Gain the knowledge and skills necessary to successfully use and administer Workday
- Collaborate and learn through this shared experience with your crew about all that Workday has to offer
- Receive support, insight, knowledge, and coaching from Workday experts
How do I engage?
During the program, you can interact with Workday experts and your peers through:

- A designated Workday Community space for your crew
- Prescriptive webinar sessions that offer direct access to senior-level functional experts and Customer Success Managers

Who are my key Workday advisors throughout this program, and what do they do?

**Your Customer Success Manager:**
- Helps ensure you’re getting the most out of Workday
- Gives you guidance on tools, services, and best practices

**Your Customer Enablement Consultant:**
- Delivers hands-on consulting and coaching
- Enables your self-sufficiency

Workday Explore helps you get the most out of your experience with Workday, from mastering core applications to discovering new functionality and connecting with experts and peers. Maximize your investment—join a crew today!